The time development of the price of a financial asset is considered by constructing and solving Langevin equations for a homogeneously saturated model, and for comparison, for a standard model and for a logistic model. The homogeneously saturated model uses coupled rate equations for the money supply and for the price of the asset, similar to the coupled rate equations for population inversion and power density in a simple model of a homogeneously broadened laser.
Introduction
be found for fat-tailed distributions if the distribution is truncated or if the value of the asset is capped 29 [5, 13] . Truncation or capping keeps integrals, which are needed to price options, finite [6, 7, 5] .
30
Truncation of the pdf for the returns and capping the value of an asset might seem to be ad hoc 31 solutions that allow for any price [6, 7] . Truncation is based on conditional probability, which is a sound 32 mathematical concept. In truncating, one accepts that there is a probability that the value of the asset 33 will exceed the truncation. The option writer has the ability to select the risk that the value of the 34 underlying asset will exceed the truncation and to price the option for the selected risk.
35
For capping, both the writer and buyer must agree that the price of the option is based on a maximum 36 value for the asset. Both sides should recognize that there is a finite probability that the value of the 37 asset will exceed the agreed upon maximum value but accept that this maximum value will be used.
38
This controls the risk, keeps the integrals finite, and allows for the options to be priced.
39
A different approach to price assets and options when the underlying distribution is a fat-tailed 40 distribution is to allow for saturation of the price of an asset by depletion of the resource that supports 41 the price (i.e., by depletion of the reservoir of money that is available to purchase the asset). This is of the two limiting cases of saturation, and allow for low prices to stimulate purchases, large prices to 70 stimulate sales, and spontaneous decisions. 71 Toth et al. [20] and Bouchaud et al. [21] studied the order book and described the microstructure 72 of the market. These researchers reported that the stability of markets depends on a precise balance 73 between supply and demand, and that price is a steady state and not an equilibrium. Smith et al. [22] 74 used a rate equation for the density of the order book to understand how prices depend on the rate of 75 flow of orders. The homogeneously saturated model presented in this paper is consistent with the ideas 76 of these researchers. The homogeneously saturated model is a phenomenological approach, as is the 77 work of these authors, that uses coupled rate equations to find a balance between supply and price. The 78 emphasis in this paper is on simple models for the price of a financial asset and not on understanding The derivative of the price went to −∞ once the price of the asset exceeded a threshold value. In the equations that follow, S (t) is the value of an asset at time t, S o = S (0) is the value of the asset 104 at t = 0, α is a drift rate, σ is a scale parameter, and f (t) is a stochastic process.
105
The standard model for the time development of the value of an asset is
with solution
The return R(t) is
If the integral of the noise wanders to infinity, which is possible with fat-tailed distributions, then 109 the return goes to infinity. The equation for the return shows that the noise contributes to the return 110 and dominates when σ f (t) > α, which happens routinely since α is typically a small number.
111
The equation for the time development of the average value for the asset is given by
The average value tends to infinity as t tends to infinity for 2 α + σ 2 > 0 .
114
The equation for the time development of the average value of the square of the value of the asset is
These equations give the variance of the value of the asset given that the asset was worth
which is the variance for a log-normal distribution. This is expected, as the equations for the average As t approaches infinity, the variance approaches infinity if α + σ 2 > 0. The time development of the value for an asset using a logistic model is
Note that the standard model is obtained from this logistic model in the limit β = 0.
135
The equation for the development in time of the average value of an asset that follows the logistic
The average value of the asset remains finite for all time and approaches the value
as t tends to ∞. The equation for the time development of the square of the value of the asset is
In the limit as t approaches infinity, the variance of S (t) under a logistic model remains finite and
An approximation for Eq. (9) can be obtained. The outer integral in the denominator of Eq. (9) 150 presents a challenge, as the value of the integral depends on the values that the stochastic process takes 151 for each point in time. If one models the stochastic process as small steps in the same direction and 152 of the same magnitude, then the integral can be converted to a summation and this summation can be 153 evaluated. In this simplified model, which is adopted to allow quick evaluation of the value, the picture 154 then is one of noise as small steps in the same direction, not as abrupt, large jumps.
and let the Weiner process W (t) = W . Under this simplified picture of the stochastic process, the 157 integral in the denominator of Eq. (9) can be approximated as
Provided that the interval [0, t] is subdivided into N intervals such that N >> αt + W , then a 159 series expansion of the exponential in the denominator can be used to find that
and
For large αt + W ,
and the value of the option approaches infinity as α + W /t approaches infinity. However, the approach
163
is not exponential, as is the approach for the standard model, Eq. (2). The return is not linear in α +
164
W/t; the return is the logarithm of α + W/t. W/t is the average step size (i.e., the total change owing 165 to noise divided by the time taken to make the change).
166
Figure 2 is a plot of the S (x ) versus x for x = α + W (1). S(x) defined in this manner is the value of 167 the asset for one day later (i.e., for t = 1) with x the value for the accumulated drift and noise over the Figure 3 shows the return as a function of x where the return is calculated as the natural logarithm of S (x )/S 0 . Since S (x ) was calculated for t =1, the return is the daily return given the integral of the Table 1 Descriptive statistics for simulated values after one day, S (1), and daily returns, The logistic equation can be justified from a rate equation analysis.
207
Let M (t) be the amount of money that is available to invest in an asset. Let N be the rate at 208 which money is pumped into the reservoir of money M (t) that can be used to purchase the asset and 209 let β×M (t)×S (t) be the rate that money is removed from the reservoir owing to purchases of the asset.
210
Let τ be a characteristic time constant that allows for money to be removed or added to the reservoir, 
213
A rate equation for M (t) is then 
The second form for M (t) has been recast so that leading terms in a series expansion of
give a logistic equation for the time development of an asset when
A closed form solution for the equation above for S (t) using the full form for M (t), Eq. (22), does not 223 appear to exist.
224
A noise term is traditionally added to the value of the stock. However, noise can be added to the 225 rate equation for the money available to invest in an asset. This approach seems fundamental in that
226
it is the amount of money chasing an asset that determines the value of an asset. The value of a liquid 227 asset is a visible and easily obtained attribute but perhaps not a fundamental quantity.
228
If one adds a noise term to the rate equation for M (t), Eq. (21), then in steady state
of the value of an asset becomes
In this approach the noise is ascribed to fluctuations in the amount of money available to invest in 232 the asset. The value of the asset under this picture is
a transcendental equation that can be solved for S (t) given α, β, S o , and W (t). The simple dependence 234 on W (t) makes simulation straight forward. a maximum daily return of 46%. Thus saturation tends to limit the range of daily returns.
263
It is interesting to note that over the history of the DJIA and the S&P 500 the daily returns are in 264 an approximately symmetric interval of −0.30 to +0.30 [5] . The entries in Table 2 for non-zero β show 265 a truncation of the returns in an approximately symmetric interval. Given the maximum magnitudes 266 of the returns for the DJIA and the S&P 500, it appears that a value of β = 0.5 would be appropriate.
267
It is also interesting to note that the homogeneous saturation does not affect the mean value, unlike 268 the logistic saturation that does decrease the mean value as the magnitude of the saturation parameter 269 β is increased.
270
An approximation to the expression for S (t) can be made by substituting S (t) = S o exp(αt + W (t))
271
and making a Taylor series approximation for the exponential term in the denominator. The result is 272
S (t) above satisfies the differential equation (DE)
In this case the saturation term saturates both the noise and the drift term. The form of the saturation Table 3 gives descriptive statistics for simulations. Each cell of results contains the ordered pair 280 S (1), R (1) . Similar parameters were used in the simulations for Table 3 as were used in the simulations
281
for Tables 1 and 2 . It is interesting to note that the approximate formula, Eq. (28), does not yield 282 a symmetric interval for the daily return. The data shown in Table 3 show that the minimum return 283 is not greatly affected by the saturation term whereas the maximum return is greatly affected. Thus infinity. Clearly an infinite value for an asset is not physical [6, 7] . The amount of wealth is limited.
295
Thus the standard model is valid only for small ξ(t)dt and the standard model should not used to 296 predict values of assets for large ξ(t)dt .
297
Unfortunately, daily returns are known to have fat tails; Student's t-distributions are known to fit 298 daily returns well [3, pg 88], [5, 13] . In contrast to a normal pdf, the probability of a large return is 299 non-zero for a fat tailed pdf such as a Student's t−distribution.
300
To price an European call with the standard model and assuming that ξ = ξ(t)dt follows a Student's 301 t-distribution with 3 degrees of freedom, it is necessary to evaluate an integral of the form
where K T is the value of the strike at time T and A T is the expected value of the asset at time T [5]. 
325
Truncation of the underlying pdf to obtain a price for an European option has raised some objections.
326
It is felt that any price can be obtained with truncation and thus truncation is not a valid approach.
327
Truncation is a valid approach. The standard model allows an infinite price, which is not physically 328 possible. Truncation is one method to deal with a mis-specified model for the value of an asset.
329
Another method is to use a model that takes into account a limited reservoir of money that is available 330 to purchase an asset. The homogeneously saturated model is one such model.
331
Truncation also allows to quantify the risk inherent in setting a price for an option. If it is believed 332 that the return on the asset follows a given pdf, then the writer of the option can select a probability 333 that an asset will exceed a critical value and price based on the selected risk. This is no different than 334 setting confidence intervals on experimentally determined numbers. Once the pdf for the experimentally 335 determined numbers is known, the level of confidence is selected and this dictates the confidence interval.
336
If one wishes for 100% confidence then the confidence interval will be infinite if the region of support 337 is infinite for the pdf. If one is willing to accept some risk that the true value might lie outside the 338 confidence interval, then the confidence interval is reduced. Conversely, one can select the confidence 339 interval and determine the confidence level that is consistent with the selection.
340
The logistic and homogeneously saturated models show indirectly that truncation (of the standard 341 model) is a reasonable approach to determine the price of an option. These alternative models require 342 knowledge of a saturation parameter β and the strength of the coupling between the money supply and 343 the price of the asset. Knowledge of these parameters will be limited. Thus any option price determined 344 from these alternative models will have uncertainty and a degree of arbitrariness associated with it.
345
In addition, the noise driving term will need to be be limited or truncated to keep the money supply 346 from approaching infinity. The uncertainty arising from truncation for the alternative models can be 347 eliminated if the total amount of money available to chase the asset is known. However, this number 348 will never be known with precision and will be somewhat arbitrary, much like the price of an option as 349 determined from truncation of the pdf in the standard model.
350
The homogeneously saturated model that is presented is this paper is not a sophisticated model but The standard model is geometric Brownian motion and assumes normal statistics for the noise driving were performed with samples from a Student's t−distribution.
372
Simulations showed that the logistic model limited the maximum return but not the minimum 373 return. The homogeneously saturated model limited the magnitudes of both the minimum and maximum 374 returns, and in this respect was, of the three models, the model that was consistent with observed returns 375 for the DJIA and the S&P 500 indices.
376
Both the logistic and the homogeneously saturated model require additional parameters, and in 377 particular, a parameter that controls the (non-linear) saturation. The standard model does not allow for 378 saturation and thus does not require a saturation parameter. It is likely that this saturation parameter 379 will be somewhat arbitrary and uncertain; it will not likely be known exactly. Thus this lends some 380 arbitrariness to the alternative models, similar to the arbitrariness that is involved in truncation of the 381 underlying pdf in the standard model to obtain the price of an European call option when using the 382 standard model with fat-tailed distributions. In this respect, the alternative models indirectly support 383 the approach of pricing options by truncation of the underlying pdf in the standard model.
384
The homogeneously saturated model, which is presented in this paper, is a simplified, one reservoir 385 model. The model could be extended to included multiple reservoirs to allow for the interplay between
